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Abstract—We focus on the detailed characterization of the coatings produced by pulsed ion-plasma treatment
on contact surfaces of permalloy (iron-nickel) blades directly in nitrogen-filled reed switches. The measure-
ments of electrical resistance, breakdown voltage and return factor of reed switches were carried out in situ
prior to and after ion-plasma treatment, and the morphology and elemental (chemical) composition of the
coatings were monitored ex situ by means of scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray
microanalysis. The main processes occurring on the contact surfaces in the course of ion-plasma treatment
were discussed in the frame of anomalous glow and arc discharges theories by Mesyats. It was shown that ion-
plasma treatment allows fabrication of erosion- and corrosion-resistant nitrogenated iron-nickel coatings
with the electrical resistance of 0.1 Ohm. In the optimal symmetrical mode with the processing time of ca. 7
min the nitrogen concentration in the coatings was estimated of 20 at %. Higher and lower nitrogen content
and the presence of oxygen in the coatings showed negative influence on the electrical resistance, which
determines the quality of reed switches. Prototype models of the reed switches with nitrogenated coatings suc-
cessfully passed switchgear reliability tests and demonstrated the competitive capacity as regards the standard
reed switches with electroplating coatings based on the noble metals.

Keywords: arc discharge, energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis, ion-plasma treatment, nitrogenated coat-
ings, reed switch, scanning electron microscopy
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reed switch (RS) is a compact electromechanical
commutator of millimeter dimension composed of
two ferromagnetic electrodes (blades or contacts)
placed in nitrogen-filled or evacuated glass bulb.
Under an influence of the external magnetic field, the
blades pull together, and the switch closes. From the
late thirties, reed switches are widely used in different
switchgear including military equipment, home elec-
tronics, etc. At present time, the annual RS global
market exceeds billion items.

A high-quality reed switch is able performing 107–
108 switchgear cycles, and during this its electrical
resistance should be within the limit of 0.1 Ohm.
However, electric discharges occurring in the course
of switching increase the resistance and decrease the

running time. To prevent such degradation, nonmag-
netic protective coatings are deposited on the contact
surface of blades. For that, electroplating of noble
metals (gold, palladium, ruthenium, rhodium, etc.) is
commonly applicable. However, this widespread tech-
nique has several disadvantages negatively affecting
the RS quality, surrounding environment and health
of the service personnel [1]. Besides, it is not cost-
effective since the production of every thousand reed
switches requires ca. 0.15 grams of expensive noble
metals.

As an alternative approach, we proposed to use
pulsed ion-plasma treatment (PIPT), both ion-
plasma nitriding [1–3] and ion-plasma deposition [4–
6], for fabrication of the protective nitrogen-contain-
ing coatings on the contact surface of permalloy (iron-
nickel) blades directly in the sealed reed switches. In
that case, a reed switch is considered as a simple diode
system, where the blades act as electrodes (cathode1 The article is published in the original.
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and anode, target and substrate), and the glass bulb
filled by nitrogen serves as a working chamber.
Depending on PIPT regime, mainly on the duration τ
of voltage pulses applied to the open contacts, nitride
and oxy-nitride iron and nickel coatings of different
structure and composition were produced. Using
sputter depth profiling by a time-of-flight secondary
ion mass spectrometer TOF. SIMS-5, the thickness of
these coatings was estimated in the range of 20–25 nm
for ion-plasma nitriding (τ = 2 µs) [3] and within 320–
380 nm for ion-plasma deposition (τ = 20 µs) [5].

It was shown [1–6] that the developed technique is
environment-friendly, more resource saving and cost-
effective as compared with electroplating. PIPT
ensures required corrosion and erosion resistance of
blades and decreases the number of foreign particles
on their surfaces, which are typical contaminants for
electroplating. However, the relatively high nitrogen
pressure in a bulb (ca. 40 kPa) and the short distance
between contacts (ca. 30 µm) promote the initiation of
arc discharges into the inter-electrode gap that, in
turn, can have significant and unpredictable impact
on the quality of reed switches. For example, the pres-
ence of superposed craters of 1 µm in diameter with
fritted breastworks of ca. 100 nm in height was revealed
on the surface of contacts by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) [6]. Moreover, PIPT regime tested
in [6] has demonstrated rather low efficiency since the
processing time was ca. 30 min.

In this work, we provide a detailed morphological
and elemental (chemical) description of the coatings
PIPT-produced on the contact surface of reed
switches. These measurements were coupled with the
testing of the electrical resistance, breakdown voltage
and other electrophysical characteristics of reed
switches. Our ultimate purpose is an advanced study of
physical processes occurring during pulsed ion-
plasma treatment of reed switches and based on the
findings, the improving the efficiency of the coatings
fabrication.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We studied the prototype models MKA-14701
(Fig. 1) manufactured at RMCIP JSC (Ryazan, Rus-
sian Federation) on the basis of commercially pro-
duced reed switches MKA-14103 [4]. The main differ-
ence of the prototype model as against standard RS is
an absence of the gold-ruthenium electrodeposited
coatings on the contact surface of blades. Instead of
those, nitrogen-containing iron and nickel coatings
were fabricated directly in reed switches using PIPT
technique.

The blades were pressed of vacuum-melt permalloy
(Ni 52 wt %, Fe 48 wt %) wires by Dilaton™,
degreased and annealed in hydrogen atmosphere.
When sealing the reed switch, the bulb was filled with
dry pure (99.99%) nitrogen under the pressure within
the range of (33–40) kPa.

The gap between parallel blades was 30 µm and the
overlapping (contact or working) region was of 400 µm
in length and 680 µm in width. Ion-plasma treatment
was carried out by means of high voltage pulses with
the duration of 20 µs and frequency of 1 kHz. The
form of the pulses was nearly rectangular, and they fol-
lowed in groups (packets). Each individual group con-
sisted of 5 single-polarity pulses.

Two ion-plasma treatment regimes, called PIPT-1
and PIPT-2, with the different pulse amplitude A, the
duration of the single treatment Tt and the pause
between this treatment Tp were tested (Table 1). Since
reed switch production is a large-scale manufacturing,
PIPT-2 regime looks preferable than PIPT-1 due to
lower pulse amplitude and duration of the operating
cycle (treatment plus pause), which results in energy
conservation and higher productivity.

The number of the operating cycles N reached 30
and 40 for PIPT-1 and PIPT-2, respectively. In all, we
studied 15 reed switches (S1-S15 samples) produced in
symmetric and asymmetric modes. In both modes,
one of the blades was always grounded. In symmetric
mode (S1–S9 samples), the polarity of pulses, applied
to the other blade, was changed with the frequency of
50 Hz, and in asymmetric mode (S10–S15 samples)
the pulses polarity stayed invariable. It means that in
symmetric mode each blade served by turns as cathode
and as anode, and in asymmetric mode the role of
blades became invariable.

The switchgear reliability tests and the measure-
ments of electrophysical characteristics – electrical
resistance R, breakdown voltage U, and the return fac-
tor2 K, were carried out using special-purpose equip-
ment and methods described elsewhere [1, 2, 4, 6].
The reliability tests and electrophysical measurements
were made in situ, i.e. without mechanical destroying
of reed switches.

2 The return factor is estimated as a ratio of the release and oper-
ating ampere-turns.

Fig. 1. External view of a reed switch MKA-1407.

Table 1. Characteristics of the pulsed ion-plasma treatment
regimes

PIPT regime A, kV Tt, s Tp, s Sample

IPT-1 2 30 30 S14, S15
IPT-2 1.65 10 10 S1–S13
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The morphology and uniformity of the coatings
produced were determined ex situ by a JEOL JSM-
6610LV equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray
microanalyzer INCA X-MAX by Oxford Instrument
for quantification of elemental (chemical) composi-
tion of the samples. Prior to these measurements, glass
bulbs were mechanically destroyed, and RS blades
were extracted outside. No special cleaning or treat-
ments of the blades were performed, except the
removing of residual small glass pieces from the con-
tact surfaces by jet of pure nitrogen.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Electrophysical Measurements

Ion-plasma treatment of the contact surfaces of
blades, both in symmetric and asymmetric modes, is
initiated by means of anomalous glow discharge
(AGD). However, after a few operating cycles, arc dis-
charge comes up to take the AGD’s place [1, 2].

In PIPT-1 regime, the AGD voltage and current
were 280 V and 250 mA, respectively. Then, after the
initiation of arc discharge, the discharge voltage was
dramatically decreased to 12–20 V, and, on the con-
trary, the discharge current increased and reached to
280 mA. In PIPT-2 regime, the discharge current was
higher—460 and 530 mA for anomalous glow and arc
discharges, respectively.

The electrophysical characteristics of reed switches
prior to and after ion-plasma treatment are presented
in Table 2. Mainly, we studied the samples after PIPT-2

since this regime is more efficient than PIPT-1 from
the industrial point of view.

Initially, the breakdown voltage U0 of all samples
was in the range of 280–290 V, and after PIPT its value
called Ut decreased to 200 V. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of the normalized drop of breakdown
voltage ∆U = (U0 – Ut)/U0 versus the number of oper-
ating cycles. For all regimes, ∆U exhibits an evident
increase, and its final value reaches to 25–30% higher
than that of the initial value. During PIPT, the partial
pressure of nitrogen in a RS bulb decreases since
nitrogen molecules and atoms participate in the for-
mation of nitrogenated coatings on the contact sur-
faces. The decrease of N2 pressure, occurring in the
right part of the Paschen curve, causes decreasing of
the breakdown voltage, and this drop becomes greater
with an increase of the processing time. At the same
time, the nitrogen concentration in the coating and its
thickness increases. The return factor also increases. It
was known [1, 4] that the K-value tends to increase
with an increasing of the concentration of paramag-
netic compounds in the coatings as well as with an
increasing of the coating’s thickness. It is very likely
that the rise of the return factor could be caused by the
formation of NinN compounds (n = 2, 3), which possess
paramagnetic properties [7].

As regards the electrical resistance of reed switches,
the best value was found to be 0.095 Ohm after 20
operating cycles (sample S7, PITP-2, symmetric
mode). However, for the other samples (see Table 2)

Table 2. Electrophysical characteristics of the reed switches before and after ion-plasma treatment

Sample Regime Mode N
Before/after ion-plasma treatment

U, V R, Ohm K

S1

PIPT-2

Symmetric

2 280/280 0.16/0.11 0.34/0.37

S2 4 290/270 0.17/0.10 0.34/0.37

S3 8 280/270 0.14/0.14 0.37/0.53

S4 10 290/260 0.14/0.10 0.35/0.45

S5 14 270/240 0.16/0.105 0.36/0.51

S6 18 280/230 0.15/0.11 0.37/0.53

S7 20 280/210 0.18/0.095 0.34/0.48

S8 30 290/210 0.16/0.11 0.34/0.58

S9 40 280/210 0.17/0.14 0.37/0.51

S10

Asymmetric

10 275/245 0.19/0.25 0.36/0.47

S11 20 290/220 0.16/0.21 0.34/0.57

S12 30 280/210 0.23/0.20 0.34/0.53

S13 40 290/200 0.16/0.32 0.37/0.60

S14
PIPT-1

30 300/220 0.21/0.24 0.37/0.58

S15 30 295/200 0.22/0.25 0.36/0.54
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the R-value remained practically invariable after
PIPT, within the range of 0.14–0.23 Ohm. It should
be noted that the processing time of ion-plasma treat-
ment of the S7 sample was only 6.7 min, in 4.5 times
lower than in [6] by PITP-1 in symmetric mode.

The switchgear reliability tests showed that the pro-
totype reed switches MKA-14701 produced in PITP-1
and PIPT-2 regimes with the number of operating
cycles 30 and 20, respectively, are not inferior to the
standard devices in the respect of the running time and
switching power.

3.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy 
Dispersive X-ray Microanalysis

SEM images and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectra measured for anodic and cathodic coatings on
the working surface of S15 sample are presented in
Figs. 3 and 4. These coatings were fabricated in PIPT-1
regime (N = 30) using asymmetric mode, i.e. the
functions of blades during ion-plasma treatment were
fixed.

The morphology of the cathodic coating is shown
in Fig. 3. The superposed craters of 1–4 µm in diam-
eter with fritted breastworks of ca. 100 nm in height
and 1 µm in width are seen on the surface. These cra-
ters were caused by the action of mobile cathode spots
of 2d type arc discharge [8–10]. Since each cathode spot
consists of several cells one can see small craters of ca.
70–100 nm in diameter on the walls of large craters and
breastwork’s surfaces. Similar large and small craters
were observed in [6] after PIPT-1 in symmetric mode.

The anodic coating (Fig. 4) radically differs from
the cathodic one. It exhibits columnar structure com-

posed of the single columns (pillars) growing perpen-
dicularly to the surface and contacting each other. The
most part of the columns are 300–500 nm in diameter.
Each column consists of globules, of ca. 70 nm in
diameter. Its external form resembles a bunch of
grapes (insert in Fig. 4b). The globules of similar sizes
and shapes are seen on the surface of cathodic coatings
(insert in Fig. 3b). Such globules are called the drip
cathodic spots [11, 12]. It is very likely that they repre-
sent the solid drops of metals, which were molten by
arc discharges and were not reached to the anode sur-
face.

The nitrogen concentration in the cathodic (EDX
spectrum in Fig. 3a) and anodic (EDX spectrum in
Fig. 4a) coatings was approximately the same, within
the range of 20–23 at %. The presence of oxygen was
revealed in anodic coatings. These data are compara-
ble with those obtained in [6] after PIPT-1 in symmet-
ric mode. It confirms the formation of nitrogenated
coatings of the contact surfaces of blades.

SEM images and EDX spectra measured for
anodic and cathodic coatings fabricated in PIPT-2
regime using asymmetric mode are shown in Figs. 5
and 6 for S10 sample (N = 10) and in Figs. 7 and 8 for
S13 sample (N = 40). The morphological features of
the cathodic and anodic coatings are similar for both
samples, and in general are similar to those shown in
Figs. 3 and 4 for S15 sample discussed above. An
increase of the processing time resulted in the rise of
the nitrogen concentration, from 10 to 30–35 at % for
the number of operating cycles ranged from 2 to 40. At
that, the nitrogen content at the bottom of craters was
found to be half as much as compared with its value on
the breastwork’s surfaces. The oxygen concentration
was ca. 5–10 at %, wjich did not change with the pro-
cessing time.

For the cathodic coatings, the total quantity of cra-
ters, as well as the number of craters with relatively
large diameters, increased with an increase of N
(Figs. 5 and 7). After 10 operating cycles, the surface of
the sample S10 has become inhomogeneous (Fig. 5),
with many small craters, having their diameters less
than 1 µm. The larger craters, of 5 µm in diameter, are
localized to the separate groups (Fig. 5a). It is very
likely that the small craters represent the traces of
cathode spots of 1st type arc discharge, and the larger
ones are caused by arc discharge of 2d type [10]. Pro-
longed treatment stimulates the formation of the cra-
ters by 2d type arc discharge (sample S13, Fig. 7). The
structure of these craters is complex – small craters of
0.5–1 µm in diameter located at the bottoms and on
the breastwork’s surfaces. Besides, tiny craters (70–
100 nm in diameter) created by the cells of cathode
spots are observed inside the small craters (Fig. 7b).

For anodic coatings, the concentration of globules
increased with an increase of N (Figs. 6 and 8). The
morphology of anodic coatings has become similar to

Fig. 2. The normalized drop of breakdown voltage ∆U =
(U0 – Ut)/U0, where U0 and Ut are the breakdown voltage
prior to and after ion-plasma treatment, respectively, ver-
sus the number of operating cycles for different PIPT
regimes.
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that observed for the sample S10 (Fig. 4), but only
after N = 40 (Fig. 8). The estimated minimal globule’s
diameter was 70 nm (insert in Fig. 8b) that is the same
as in case of the sample S10 (insert in Fig. 4b).

Figure 9 shows SEM images and EDX spectrum
measured for the coating fabricated on the contact
surface of the sample S7 (N = 20) in symmetric mode
of PIPT-2 regime. The morphology and elemental

Fig. 3. SEM images of the cathodic coating fabricated on the contact surface of S15 sample (PIPT-1, asymmetric mode, N = 30)
at ×1000 (a) and ×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over
an area of 5 µm in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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composition of this coating are similar to the cathodic
coating produced in asymmetric mode (sample S10,
Fig. 5). It is an expected result since in symmetric
mode each blade served by turns as cathode and as
anode. As mentioned above, the sample S7 showed
the lowest electrical resistance.

4. DISCUSSION

Ion-plasma treatment of the contact surfaces of
blades, both in symmetric and asymmetric modes, is
initiated by means of anomalous glow discharge [1, 2].
This discharge activates cathode erosion, which
removes dielectric films and other surface contami-

Fig. 4. SEM images of the anodic coating fabricated on the contact surface of S15 sample (PIPT-1, asymmetric mode, N = 30)
at ×1000 (a) and ×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over
an area of 5 µm in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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nants from blades. Sputtered iron and nickel ions and
neutral species interact with each other and with gas
molecules. As a result, different nitride and oxy-
nitride iron and nickel gaseous compounds are cre-
ated, and the efficiency of this process increases with

an increase of the AGD current. Some part of these
compounds is deposited on the surface of cathode,
and atomic nitrogen produced by ion-induced decom-
position of the deposited films diffuses into the bulk of
cathode [1, 2]. Even after two operating cycles (PIPT-2

Fig. 5. SEM images of the cathodic coating fabricated on the contact surface of S10 sample (PIPT-2, asymmetric mode, N = 10)
at ×1000 (a) and ×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over
an area of 5 µm in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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regime, asymmetric mode), the nitrogen concentration
in the near-surface region of blades can reach to 10 at %.

Along with surface cleaning and nitriding under an
impact of anomalous glow discharge the morphology
of contact surfaces changes, and sharp asperities

(micropoints) are formed [1, 2]. Such asperities act as
field-electron emission centers. They amplify the
AGD current that leads to explosion of asperities [8–
10]. One can see the craters produced by explosions on
the working surface of cathodic coatings fabricated by
ion-plasma treatment of reed switches (Figs. 3, 5, 7, 9).

Fig. 6. SEM images of the anodic coating fabricated on the contact surface of S10 sample (PIPT-2, asymmetric mode, N = 10)
at ×1000 (a) and ×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over
an area of 5 µm in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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Fig. 5a illustrates the transition from anomalous
glow discharge to arc discharge after 10 operating
cycles in PIPT-2 regime. Microareas without evident
erosion and with small craters produced by cathode
spots of 1st type arc discharge are seen in this figure.
Such small craters are typical of cathodes partly cov-

ered by dielectric films [11]. In that case, the value of
specific erosion does not exceed 10–6 g/C. Large cra-
ters, which also observed in Fig. 5a, are produced by
cathode spots of 2d type arc discharge. These craters
are typical for clean and degassed surfaces with the
specific erosion of 10–4 g/C. According to the EDX

Fig. 7. SEM images of the cathodic coating fabricated on the contact surface of S13 sample (PIPT-2, asymmetric mode, N = 40)
at ×1000 (a) and ×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over
an area of 5 µm in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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data shown in the insert in Fig. 5a, an average nitrogen
concentration in these microareas was within 10 at %.

The main processes, occurring on the contact sur-
face of reed switches under an impact of arc discharge
(N > 10), are discussed in the frame of the arc dis-

charge theory developed by Mesyats [8–12]. Briefly,
we present the basic aspects of this theory. It was
shown [8–12] that in the course of arc discharge the
periodic electrical explosions of liquid metals are
occurring in the places with high local density of

Fig. 8. SEM images of the anodic coating fabricated on the contact surface of S13 sample (PIPT-2, asymmetric mode, N = 40)
at ×1000 (a) and ×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over
an area of 5 µm in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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energy. At every such explosion, a small portion of
plasma termed as ecton is generated. On the average,
each ecton contains 1011 ions and 1012 electrons, and
the space of 1 µm3 in volume, where the ecton is
appeared, is called a cell. During the continuously

recommenced explosions of ca. 10 ns in duration, the
pressure into the cells is beyond 109 Pa, and the cur-
rent density reaches to 108 A/cm2. The cells form the
substructure of cathode spots of 1st and 2d type arc dis-
charges. The main constituents of cathode erosion

Fig. 9. SEM images of the coating fabricated on the contact surface of S7 sample (PIPT-2, symmetric mode, N = 20) at ×1000 (a) and
×10000 (b) magnification. The insert in upper right corner in the panel (a) shows EDX spectrum acquired over an area of 5 µm
in diameter, and the insert in the panel (b) is SEM image (×50000).
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products under an influence of such spots are different
ion species, neutral microparticles, and drops of liquid
metals. The percentage of neutral particles is small,
only 1% of the material eroded. The ion current con-
sists of singly and multiply charged (with the multi-
plicity up to four) positive ions possessing the energy
up to 100 eV [11]. It was shown [11, 12] that the arcing
occurs on the surface of liquid metals, and an average
mass of liquid metal jets is equal to the total mass of
ions in ecton.

As regards ion-plasma treatment of reed switches
(Figs. 3–9), the size of cells on the surface of cathodic
and anodic coatings was within the range of 70–100 nm.
Further, the size of the cell was found to be indepen-
dent of the processing time, the current value and
mode of arc discharge. At the same time, the number
of cells in cathode spot is determined by the discharge
current since an increase of this current is accompa-
nied by the rise of quantity of the simultaneously func-
tioning ectons [12]. Consequently, higher arc discharge
current in PITP-2 as against PITP-1 intensifies the
cathode erosion, increases the number of cells and,
finally, results in higher rate of the coating production.

There are some specific features of arc discharges
occurring in the nitrogen atmosphere with the pres-
sure of 40 kPa. Metallic plasma jets interact with nitro-
gen, and this interaction stimulates various plasma-
chemical reactions such as dissociation, ionization,
and electron excitation of atomic and molecular nitro-
gen. These reactions promote the formation of nitro-
genated coatings on the contact surface of reed
switches. It is known [13] that molecular nitrogen are
rather chemically inert, and only after activation to N,
N*, N+,  and  it reacts with surface materials.
Due to higher nitrogen pressure in a RS bulb, the
probability of two-particle interaction is high enough
that is also stimulates different chemical reactions [14]
and promotes chaotization of plasma.

Thus, under an influence of cathode spots of arc
discharge the mass transfer from cathode to anode is
performed by means of different ions and nitride-con-
taining metallic drops. At the same time, various
plasma-chemical reactions occur on the surface of
cathode and anode and in the inter-electrode gap.
That also stimulates generation of nitride-containing
compounds in the bulk and on the contact surfaces of
reed switches. The reactive force, which appears due
to the spread of high-velocity plasma jets, puts pres-
sure on liquid metals produced under an impact of
cathode spots. It results not only in the splashing of
liquid metals in the form of drops and jets, but in addi-
tional nitriding of cathode. Besides, implantation of
nitrogen ions with the energy of 50–100 eV contributes
in the formation of nitride layers.

Fast heating of metals by means of cathode spots
together with rapid annealing of the bulk of cathode
after the displacement of these spots harden the near-
surface layers. At the same time, localization of cath-

2
*N , 2N ,+

ode spots on asperities leads to their melting, explo-
sion and smoothing of cathode surface.

With an increase in the number of operating cycles
in PIPT-2 regime, the nitrogen concentration in the
coatings also increases (inserts in Figs. 5a–8a), up to
30 at %. Simultaneously, the electrical resistance of
reed switches decreases and becomes minimal for S7
sample (PIPT-2, symmetric mode, N = 20). The
nitrogen concentration in this sample is about of 20 at %
(insert in Fig. 9a). However, further increasing of the
processing time raises the electrical resistance (Table 2).
It is very likely that at N > 20, the relationship between
the nitrogen concentration, number and size of the
craters, on the one hand, and the actual contact sur-
face of blades, on the other hand, ceases to be optimal
because of a decrease of their working square owing to
increase the crater sizes.

The electrical resistance of reed switches after ion-
plasma treatment in asymmetric mode is beyond the
permissible level of 0.1 Ohm, both in PIPT-1 and
PIPT-2 regimes (Table 2). In our opinion, this failure
is associated with the presence of oxygen in anodic
coatings because EDX analysis revealed the oxygen
content within 8–10 at %, irrespectively to the number
of operating cycles (inserts in Figs. 6a, 8a).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the present study provide the detailed

characterization of the coatings on the contact sur-
faces of permalloy blades after pulsed ion-plasma
treatment in symmetric and asymmetric mode
directly in the nitrogen-filled reed switches. The mea-
surements of the electrical resistance, breakdown volt-
age and return factor of reed switches were carried out
in situ prior to and after ion-plasma treatment, and the
morphology and elemental (chemical) composition of
the nitrogen-containing coatings fabricated in differ-
ent PIPT regimes were monitored ex situ by means
SEM and EDX.

The main processes occurring on the contact sur-
faces in the course of ion-plasma treatment were dis-
cussed in the frame of anomalous glow and arc dis-
charges theories. It was shown that PIPT allows fabri-
cation of erosion- and corrosion-resistant
nitrogenated iron-nickel coatings with the electrical
resistance of 0.1 Ohm. PIPT-2 regime in symmetric
mode with 20 operating cycles (the processing time of
ca. 7 min) was found to be an optimal. In this regime,
the nitrogen concentration in the coatings was esti-
mated at the level of 20 at %. Higher and lower nitro-
gen content and the presence of oxygen in the coat-
ings, which was revealed after the treatment in asym-
metric mode, showed negative influence on the value
of electrical resistance, i.e. on the quality of reed
switches.

Prototype models of the reed switches with PIPT-
produced coatings successfully passed switchgear reli-
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ability tests and demonstrated the competitive capac-
ity as regards the standard reed switches with electro-
plating coatings on the basis of noble metals.
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